Karri is away:  Lost... forever lost.... Inside Shann's trunk

Host computer2 whispers to CO_Ross:
Welcome to the chat room #ACTDShipMissions. I am maintaining this room for your use, but cannot engage in conversation. Enjoy your chat.

SO_Donovn says:
hello john

CO_Ross says:
Hiya!

CO_Ross is away: Checking the Command Codes

SO_Donovn is away: doing some research

CDT-Chris (raist99@ip50008.estcmp.ukans.edu) has joined the conversation.

CDT-Chris (raist99@ip50008.estcmp.ukans.edu) has left the conversation.

CO_Ross has returned.

James99 is away: I am not away

Cap is away: I am not away

Cap is away: I am not away

SO_Donovn has returned.

Tigs (Tigs@98A90175.ipt.aol.com) has joined the conversation.

Tigs says:
what ship is this

Tigs says:
Karri

SO_Donovn says:
USS_Artemis

Cap says:
U.S.S. Artemis NCC-83093

Tigs says:
hmmmm starts at 1700 pst I take it

Cap says:
yes

Mabistar (kd5axg@tay-110-15.ev1.net) has joined the conversation.

Karri has returned.

Host Karri says:
Yodel Tigs :)

Tigs says:
hey girl   need NPC

Host Karri says:
Ummm... not that I know of, at least not on the Artemis tonight.

Mabistar is now known as CEO_Tamek.

Tigs says:
I am in the lounge if you change yer mind

Tigs says:
yodel Karri

CEO_Tamek says:
Howdy!!!!

Host Karri says:
OK :)

Tigs (Tigs@98A90175.ipt.aol.com) has left the conversation.

SO_Donovn says:
hey ken

Host Karri says:
howdy chief :)

Karri is away:  Lost... forever lost.... Inside Shann's trunk

Thomas (ianden_imm@207.14.233.22) has joined the conversation.

Thomas (ianden_imm@207.14.233.22) has left the conversation.

CO_Ross says:
Hey Thomas!

CO_Ross says:
Oopss

CO_Ross says:
ack

CEO_Tamek says:
CO:Did you get my message?

CO_Ross says:
your email ?

CEO_Tamek says:
Yes

CO_Ross says:
yep, and changed in my mailbox, it will go out tonight on the new roster

Joseph (Joseph@mx0227.pubip.gamewood.net) has joined the conversation.

CEO_Tamek says:
thanx

CTO_Gore (pirch@burn-mx03005.smartt.com) has joined the conversation.

CTO_Gore says:
hi all

CEO_Tamek says:
hello

SO_Donovn says:
Hi

John (NoUser@PMB173.cp.duluth.mn.us) has joined the conversation.

John is now known as FCO_Joe.

Karri has returned.

Host Karri says:
Osiyo husband to be....

FCO_Joe says:
Hi fellas

CTO_Gore says:
hi

Host Karri says:
Yodel all :)

CEO_Tamek says:
howdy

Joseph says:
Osiyo wife to be

CTO_Gore says:
husband to be?  wife to be???

FCO_Joe says:
Karri, you're the AGM tonight right?

Host Karri says:
I talked to Blanca last night.  The wedding is to be put off for till the next week.

TO_Dexter (TO_Dexter@209.57.27.119) has joined the conversation.

CTO_Gore says:
who's marrying who?

Joseph says:
::pouts::

Host Karri says:
Yeppers... I am the tormentor tonight

Host Karri says:
::tickles the pouter under the chin::

TO_Dexter says:
What the????

FCO_Joe says:
Just don't paint a bullseye on my back, ok?

Joseph says:
::smiles::I guess I can wait another week::sighs::

Host Karri says:
Not this mission.  Your safe Joe :)

CO_Ross says:
So, who is actually missing......?

Host Karri says:
<G>@Jospeh

FCO_Joe says:
::giggles::

TO_Dexter is now known as CNS_Sodak.

Host Karri says:
John did you want the missing crew back at all?

CNS_Sodak says:
How the Hell did I get the name TO_Dexter???? That was weird

CO_Ross says:
well, that would be nice after a little while, we will have to move on in 20 minutes into the sim.....

Host Karri says:
You did not have it set up that way?

CEO_Tamek says:
other room up yet?

CNS_Sodak says:
]no, I didn't

CO_Ross whispers to Karri:
No, this is a Sergio thing, unexpected

SO_Donovn says:
yes Ken

Host Karri says:
hmmm that is odd then

CNS_Sodak says:
Maybe Microsoft Gremlins got me

Kenny (Kenny@63.24.119.235) has joined the conversation.

Thomas (ianden_imm@207.14.233.22) has joined the conversation.

Kenny is now known as XOBryant.

FCO_Joe says:
|AWAY|: Lost in a black hole

Cheryl (cameo_@defiant.startrek.com) has joined the conversation.

Joseph says:
Hiya Cheryl

Cheryl says:
{{{{{{{{{{friends and Artemis}}}}}}}}}}}}}

XOBryant says:
Hi Cher!!!

CO_Ross says:
{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{Cher}}}}}}}}}}}

XOBryant says:
How you doing?

Gerry (Bear@port-15.ottawa3.achilles.net) has joined the conversation.

CO_Jeeves (ACTDSergio@defiant.startrek.com) has joined the conversation.

CEO_Tamek says:
hello Cher

Cheryl says:
Doin' dandy

Joseph says:
Hey Sergio:)

CO_Jeeves is now known as Sergio.

Host Karri says:
{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{Cher}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}]

FCO_Joe says:
Hi Sergio, Cheryl

Sergio says:
::waves:: Howdy folks...

Cheryl says:
::waves::

XOBryant says:
Hi sergio

Gerry says:
::waves back::

TO_Pete (pbuonomo@250.morristown-01-02rs.nj.dial-access.att.net) has joined the conversation.

CO_Ross says:
{{{{{{{{{{{{{{Serg}}}}}}}}}}}}

Host Sergio says:
:-)

Host Karri says:
{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{Sergio}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}

Host Sergio says:
Folks.. The mission goes as planned, ok? Karri willbe running it..

Host Karri says:
::looks at you cross eyed::  And what are you doing here instead of resting?

Host Sergio says:
Well, considering i've been sleeping since 6pm till now. :-)

Host Sergio says:
I'm ok...

XOBryant says:
what time is it there now Serg?

Host Sergio says:
1am

FCO_Joe says:
How do you stay up so late?

XOBryant says:
kewl so you shouldn't need anymore sleep:-)

XOBryant says:
:::giggles::::

Cheryl says:
LOL

Host Sergio says:
How Joe?

CO_Ross says:
Taking attendance

Cap says:
Dad's going to do it to me again

Host Sergio says:
Practise.. :-) Been doing it for a while.. :-)

TO_Pete (pbuonomo@250.morristown-01-02rs.nj.dial-access.att.net) has left the conversation.

Host Karri says:
why Nick?

Thomas (ianden_imm@207.14.233.22) has left the conversation.

Cap says:
he always does this to me

Cap says:
I think he plans it

FCO_Joe says:
I tried staying up to tape something and I fell asleep near the end of it in my dad's chair

CO_Ross says:
<<<<<<<<<<Summary>>>>>>>>

Jim (jloquinn@defiant.startrek.com) has joined the conversation.

Thomas (ianden_imm@207.14.233.22) has joined the conversation.

Host Karri says:
{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{Jim}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}

Jim says:
{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{Karri}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}

TO_Pete (pbuonomo@205.161.250.194) has joined the conversation.

Jim says:
{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{Beloved}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}]

Lemur-Cat (lemurcat@12.sarasota-05-10rs16rt.nc.dial-access.att.net) has joined the conversation.

CTOHebert (SektorM@208.161.196.81) has joined the conversation.

Host Karri says:
all chatter to OOC

Cap is now known as OPS{Cap}.

CTOHebert is now known as Mike.

CO_Ross says:
.........the Artemis crew onboard the USS Leman is currently stopped in space, the ship had flown through some sort of anomaly that made four crew members invisible to the rest of the crew.  A search is underway inside and out for the missing crewmembers

CO_Ross says:
<<<<<<<<<<<Continue>>>>>>>>>

CNS_Sodak says:
::Feels extreme fatigue::

OPS{Cap} says:
::exits his temporary quarters on the Leman and heads to a turbolift::

FCO_Joe says:
::at the helm::

SO_Donovn says:
::at science station 1 console::

TO_Pete says:
::at tac console::

CO_Ross says:
::on the bridge, looking at the Primary Display Monitor::

Joseph (Joseph@mx0227.pubip.gamewood.net) has left the conversation.

FCO_Joe says:
SO: Have you tried using the infrared scanners?

CTO_Gore says:
::Walks through a console in engineering over to the XO::  XO: Any ideas?

XOBryant says:
:::Thinking about the best way to get back to normal or at least let the captain know where he is:::: CTO: working on it.

SO_Donovn says:
FCO:no not yet that was my next scan

TO_Pete says:
CO: sir... I think I have a theory to explain the anomoly

CEO_Tamek says:
*SO*:  are we far from the anomoly?

OPS{Cap} says:
::enters the bridge and looks for OPS:: Self: Just great, no chair at OPS

CO_Ross says:
TO:  Yes, what is it?

FCO_Joe says:
SO: Don't let me stop you

CTO_Gore says:
XO: Do you have any idea what exactly hit the ship?

SO_Donovn says:
*CEO* we are at the corrinates now

CEO_Tamek says:
*SO*: Thank you.  Tamek out.

Jafo (ACTDJafo@defiant.startrek.com) has joined the conversation.

CO_Ross says:
::walks over towards the TO's console::

TO_Pete says:
CO: ok sir... we know that this is one of a couple things: A. It can be a wormhole, which isn't likely

XOBryant says:
CTO: I haven't a clue, all I saw were these things that looked like big black holes in space traveling across my quarters before one of them gobbled me up.

CEO_Tamek says:
::Continues readings on HD.::

SO_Donovn says:
::run an infrared scan of the holodeck::

TO_Pete says:
CO: B.  It/they are interdemensional portals, but to where or when or what I cannot tell with this data ::points to TAC moniter, getting a bit nervous::

CTO_Gore says:
XO: Hmm, lets try getting to the bridge, we can probably listen in to what's going on....

CNS_Sodak says:
::Falls asleep in chair of couselor's office::

EO_Lewis (ACTDJafo@defiant.startrek.com) has joined the conversation.

XOBryant says:
CTO: feel free I really don't want to spend all my time crawling up jeffries tubes.

TO_Pete says:
CO: the latter choice is most likely sir, I do not ever recall reading or hearing of any wormhole that opens for a milisecond, and then closes sir

CO_Ross says:
TO:  I like the Inter-Dimensional aspect, perhaps even a temporal rift of some sort

CEO_Tamek says:
::To HD computer::  Computer, end program.

OPS{Cap} says:
TO: I have

CIV_Jax (ACTDJafo@defiant.startrek.com) has joined the conversation.

OPS{Cap} says:
::overhearing the TO::

CTO_Gore says:
XO: Alright, i'm going to the bridge, if i find anything out i'll comm you.....

TO_Pete says:
CO: thats what I think exactly

OPS{Cap} says:
TO: most Wormholes are small and exist for only a short period of time

CNS_Sodak says:
::Still sleeping in chair::

CTO_Gore says:
::Walks out of engineering through a wall::

SO_Donovn says:
FCO:are you having any progress?

CO_Ross says:
TO: Get to work, recalibrating the sensors, have the FCO assist you, there is little time left before we will be forced to continue on to Joltrax IV

TO_Pete says:
CO: yes sir, aye aye sir, I have already done a lot of extensive work

CEO_Tamek says:
::To computer::  Computer, were there any out of the normal tacyon readings or negative ion emissions read in this area prior to the collision?

Mike (SektorM@208.161.196.81) has left the conversation.

CTO_Gore says:
::Starts a swimming like motion, slowly pushing up through the bulkhead::

TO_Pete says:
CO: oh, and sir, 1 more thing

SO_Donovn says:
CO:i'm picking up unusal particles in the holodeck

CO_Ross says:
TO:  Yes?

FCO_Joe says:
SO: No

CO_Ross says:
*SO*:  What type of particles?

TO_Pete says:
CO: the "wormholes" were unstable in the sensor data... they could have been not fully connected to dimensions, if they were interdemensional, meaning the missing people may be stuck between 2 dimensions

CNS_Sodak says:
::Dreams of being assimilated by the Borg::

CTO_Gore says:
::Pops out on a deck above engineering looks around::

SO_Donovn says:
CO:trying to find out now sir

CO_Ross says:
SO:  Very well, keep me advised

FCO_Joe says:
TO: Need any help?

SO_Donovn says:
::scanning the particles for ID::

TO_Pete says:
::looks to FCO:: FCO: it would be appreciated, i'll tie in my sensor data to your console, lets see if we can make a clear picture out of this mess ::smiles::

CTO_Gore says:
::See's two officers waiting for the turbolift at the end of the corridor::

CEO_Tamek says:
*SO*: Is there just one anomoly, or is there more than one?

CTO_Gore says:
::runs down to the end of the corridor just as the turbolift arrives, steps in with the two officers::

FCO_Joe says:
TO: Go ahead, time is working agaisnt us

SO_Donovn says:
*CEO*unable to tell but they are inactive at the moment

TO_Pete says:
::taps sleek panel with ease:: FCO: transfered, you should be recieving the sensor data and what I have pieced together so far

CO_Ross says:
::Looks at the console's time display, only 10 minutes left in the search::

CTO_Gore says:
::Breathes a sigh of relief as one of the officer states he wants to go to the bridge::

CTO_Gore says:
::Waits as one of the officers gets off at some deck, waits again as the lift resumes for the bridge::

CEO_Tamek says:
*CO*:Idea, could we isolate this particle sample, send it to the anomoly, and see if we can "re-create" the crewmembers?

CNS_Sodak says:
::WAkes up feeling more tired tyhan before::

FCO_Joe says:
::sorts thorugh data::TO: It's like a puzzle with 3000 and you put together the fisrt 200

CO_Ross says:
*CEO*:  See if you can isolate one of the particles and send it through one

CEO_Tamek says:
*CO*:Aye sir...

CTO_Gore says:
::the lift stops arriving at the bridge.  Lt. Gore steps out of the turbolift behind the other officer and looks around the bridge::

Cliff (lucutos@ts40-9.wla.ts.ucla.edu) has joined the conversation.

CEO_Tamek says:
::Takes tricorder, runs scan.  Locates one particle and isolates it.:: *CO*: Sir, I have a particle isolated.

CTO_Gore says:
::stands next to the captain at the center of the bridge, listening in to the comm::

CO_Ross says:
*CEO*:  Run it through a tricorder first, then send it through

FCO_Joe says:
TO: I think I just put together another 500 pieces::sends data to the TO console::

CEO_Tamek says:
*CO*: I have already, sir.  Shall we attempt the transporter?

CNS_Sodak says:
*CO*: Sodak to Captain Ross

CTO_Gore says:
::waves a hand in front of the captain, giggling::

TO_Pete says:
FCO: great... keep at it.. I wish we had gotten more sensor data, we couldn't see it until we were right on top of it

CO_Ross says:
*CEO*:  Go ahead,

CO_Ross says:
*CNS*:  Counselor?

Kate (Kate@max1-27.tor.echo-on.net) has joined the conversation.

FCO_Joe says:
TO: You know what they say, "The hardest things to find are right under your nose"

CEO_Tamek says:
*CO*:Aye, sir.  Tamek out.  ::Proceeds to transporer room.::

TO_Pete says:
FCO: hmmm... yes

CTO_Gore says:
::Laughs at the FCOs comment:: boy are they ever!

SO_Donovn says:
::still scanning the particles::

CSO_McMer (ivymarx@tcnet05-007.sat.texas.net) has joined the conversation.

CNS_Sodak says:
*CO*: Sir, I seem to be growing more fatigued since we passed through that anomaly...I'm waiting for the medical staff's diagnosis, but until then I seem to be falling asleep uncontrollably

CEO_Tamek says:
::Arrives in transporter room::  *SO* Tamek to Donovn.  Can you transfer the last known location of the anomoly to my console?

SO_Donovn says:
*CEO*yes sir

CTO_Gore says:
::Looks around at everyone busily working on the bridge::

CO_Ross says:
*CNS*:  Get to Sickbay Counselor!

FCO_Joe says:
::continues to sort through data::

CNS_Sodak says:
*CO*: aye, sir

CTO_Gore says:
::Hears the word anomoly over the comm....moves over to the science stations looking over the consoles::

OPS{Cap} says:
::scans for phase variances around the ship::

CNS_Sodak says:
::walks to sickbay hoping he doesn't fall asleep on the way there::

CEO_Tamek says:
*CO*: Tamek to Capt.

FCO_Joe says:
::tires to piece together the information::

OPS{Cap} says:
::scans the ship deck by deck for anything out of phase from everything else::

CNS_Sodak says:
::Enters sickbay.....looks for a doctor::

CmdrRon (MRadom@63.27.243.215) has joined the conversation.

XOBryant says:
:::;Decides he might as well go back to his quarters... if he can find them:::::

CEO_Tamek says:
*CO*: Tamek to Capt. Ross.

CO_Ross says:
*CEO*:  Chief, go ahead

CTO_Gore says:
::turns his head slightly, listening in to the captain and the comm from the CEO while reading over the science console::

TO_Pete says:
CO: Sir, I have an idea

CO_Ross says:
TO:  YEs?

CEO_Tamek says:
*CO*: Sir, I just came up with an idea,  Perhaps we should fly backwards at the same speed and course through the area.

TO_Pete says:
CO: we could, recreate everything we did within, maybe, .2 lightyears of the anomolies, in reverse, maybe the hole will reappear and the crewmen will reappear wherever

OPS{Cap} says:
::overhears the CEO's voice in the COMM and shouts ::: NOOO!!!!

CNS_Sodak says:
::Yawns:: Computer: Computer, activate Emergency Medical Hologram.

TO_Evans (RLGogolim@98CE9057.ipt.aol.com) has joined the conversation.

CTO_Gore says:
::turns around, watching everyone on the bridge getting "excited"::

OPS{Cap} says:
CO: If we fly back through there's no guarentee that the missing crewmen will return, instead we would risk more of us getting sucked in

CO_Ross says:
TO/*CEO*:  No, we must not disturb the surrounding space

Sergio is now known as EMH.

Host EMH says:
CNS : Please state the nature of the Medical emergency..

Thomas (ianden_imm@207.14.233.22) has left the conversation.

CmdrRon (MRadom@63.27.243.215) has left the conversation.

CEO_Tamek says:
*CO*: Aye, sir.

TO_Pete says:
CO: bcause the sensor data shows that they appeared... when we entered a certain area of space, it might have ruptured space, thus creating an interdemensional portal! ::gets really excited:: Like what happened with the USS Defian and the USS Enterprise NCC 1701

CNS_Sodak says:
EMH: Well, I can telepathically or empathicly sense anything and I'm falling asleep uncontrollably

CTO_Gore says:
::taps his commbadge:: *XO* Commander, it appears we flew through some kind of anomoly....everyone is looking for us which is good....

OPS{Cap} says:
CO: the keyword is anomaly, they are unpradictable, flying in backwards may open the wholes again, but not necessarily in the same places, resulting in more crewmembers going through more rifts

OPS{Cap} says:
TO: that could have been random

Host EMH says:
<<<<<Pause>>>>>

CMO_Senn (killer_bee@host034006.arnet.net.ar) has joined the conversation.

CO_Ross says:
OPS:  I agree Mr. Cap, we will not be flying backwards, we will be leaving shortly, continue with your efforts

CNS_Sodak says:
::yawns::

CSO_McMer says:
::Awareness slowly returns, yet darkness continues::

TO_Pete says:
OPS/CO: maybe... but if we do it EXACTLY reverse from waht happened before, the anomoly could reopen exactly reverse of before, but like the OPS officer said, its unpredictable.

XOBryant says:
*CTO* do they seem to have any idea of exactly what happened to us?  Or are they as in the dark as we are?  Are they getting any kind of sensor readings from us at all?

Host EMH says:
::runs a medical tricorder over the CNS:: CNS : You are vulcan?

TO_Pete says:
CO: aye sir ::looks dissapointedly at his panel, and then continues after a moment::

CEO_Tamek says:
*SO*: Have we found anything on those particles?

CTO_Gore says:
*XO*  It looks like they're leaving the area soon too....heading for the Joltrax system

OPS{Cap} says:
TO: There's no way to be sure, we shouldn't fly blind

Host EMH says:
Self : Hmmm.. ::looks at data::

TO_Pete says:
OPS: your right... we need more info

CO_Ross says:
*Computer*:  30 minute countdown has elapsed, time is 9910.01.30

FCO_Joe says:
::notices something strange::

SO_Donovn says:
*CEO*: no sir they are not in our data base

CO_Ross says:
::Shakes his head in disappointment, walks towards his Center Chair and sits down::

CSO_McMer says:
::Hmmm, last I remeber I was climbing around with Karri in the holodeck.  Did I fall into a cave or something?::

CTO_Gore says:
*XO* from what i've overheard they only know that we are missing, i dont think they realize we're invisable....

Host EMH says:
::taps a few buttons on the tricorder:: CNS : Would you lie down int this bio bed please? ::motions to one of the beds::

FCO_Joe says:
TO: Come here and take a look at this

TO_Pete says:
::walks over to the FCO station and takes a look at the console::

CNS_Sodak says:
EMH: gladly

Host Karri says:
<Edit Karri = Kayan>

Brenda (Brenda@PBLOB102-23.splitrock.net) has joined the conversation.

CTO_Gore says:
::Watches the captain take the center seat::

CSO_McMer says:
::Tries looking around, but sees only darkness, how odd, a cave should have an entrance....::

CEO_Tamek says:
*SO*: Is there a positve or negative orientation to them?

CNS_Sodak says:
::lays down on biobed::

Host EMH (ACTDSergio@defiant.startrek.com) has left the conversation.

XOBryant says:
*CTO* keep monitoring the situation Gore

CSO_McMer says:
::Suddenly notices that the floor is smooth, this is no cave..::

SO_Donovn says:
*CEO*i'll try to find out

CO_Ross says:
*Shipwide COMM*:  This is the Captain, as you are aware, we are missing four of our crewmates, I have stayed longer than protocol allows in this search, we do have a distress signal to respond to, and Starfleet Command is anxious, ......therefore we will be getting underway, continue your efforts in the search of our crewmates,  Captain out

EMH (ACTDSergio@defiant.startrek.com) has joined the conversation.

CMO_Senn says:
::enters sickbay, looking very much upset at their leaving for the Joltrax system::

Host Jim (jloquinn@defiant.startrek.com) has left the conversation.

CEO_Tamek says:
*CO*: Aye, sir.

TO_Pete says:
::mumbles to himself::oh no....

TO_Pete says:
CO: aye aye sir

FCO_Joe says:
TO: It's here that that our missing crew members were in the holodeck, but after we flew through that analomy they dissappeared, so what if we tried flying back through it

CO_Ross says:
FCO:  Mr. Teasley, get us underway, slowly, increase speed to warp 6

CSO_McMer says:
::Maybe we suddenly lost power to the holodeck.... I wonder if anyone is around::  ALL: Kayan, you there?

TO_Pete says:
FCO: thats what I tried to propose to the captain before... but the OPS officer proved me wrong

CMO_Senn says:
EMH: What's going on? ::looks at Sodak inquiringly and rubs the bump on her forehead::

FCO_Joe says:
CO: Aye sir

FCO_Joe says:
::starts enegines::

KingToros (KingToros@nas-7-10.nyc.navinet.net) has joined the conversation.

XO_Valrek (rwbrook@3C47.terracom.net) has joined the conversation.

CNS_Sodak says:
::Falls asleep on biobed::

KingToros is now known as CEO_Toros.

SO_Donovn says:
CO:we still have aday and ahalf to joltrax we can look for them enroute can't we sir

CTO_Gore says:
::frowns realizing they're stopping the search::

CO_Ross says:
SO:  Yes, if they are still aboard that is....

FCO_Joe says:
::starts warp drive::

CMO_Senn says:
::taps her badge while wondering why the EMH simply looks annoyed and doesn't answer her question:: *Gorman* I need a report of your progress in cargo bay 2, doctor.

Host EMH says:
CMO : Well.. Mr. Sodak here is complaining of dizinnes and overall sleepness..

CEO_Tamek says:
::Returns to engineering::

Host EMH says:
CMO : I've started a cortical scan.. And i guess i am not needed anymore.. Please shut me down?

CSO_McMer says:
::Realizing that waiting longer will not result in a response:: ALL: Computer, turn the lights.  ::Darkness continues::

CSO_McMer says:
<tun on the lights>

Brynn (Bryan_Alle@d115-l040.rh.rit.edu) has joined the conversation.

CO_Ross says:
COMM: SF:  USS Leman to Starfleet Command, this is Captain Ross, we are proceeding to Joltrax IV, crew members are still missing, will advise further, Ross out.

CMO_Senn says:
EMH: Have you done a level 1 scan... ::stops as he answers:
Computer: End EMH program ::grins pleased at watching the annoying guy fade into thin air::

OPS{Cap} says:
::continues to scan for anything out of phase of reality::

Cliff (lucutos@ts40-9.wla.ts.ucla.edu) has left the conversation.

Gerry is now known as FCO_Trnbl.

CSO_McMer says:
::Ok, even the computer isn't responding.  OK, maybe thats why the holodeck failed, computer failure.  But where is Kayan?  Maybe shes knocked unconscious.  Start to search by feel around the dark room for Kayan::

CMO_Senn says:
::turns to the CNS:: CNS: Please continue to lie down while I get that cortical scan done... I'll increase the level to make sure.

SO_Donovn says:
*CEO*you do still have the particles from the holodeck

TO_Pete says:
::goes back to console and begins trying to piece together the puzzle again::

CNS_Sodak says:
CMO: yes, doctor

CEO_Tamek says:
::Arrives in engineering::  Computer, perform a level 1 tacyon scan of the ship and report results.

FCO_Joe says:
CO: We're at warp 6

CTO_Gore says:
::Wonders if the crew will ever realize he's still on the ship just invisable:: I could end up being a ghost forever....

CSO_McMer says:
::This is odd.  The deck doesn't feel... "right"::

CO_Ross says:
FCO:  Thank you Mr. Teasley, steady as she goes

EMH is now known as Sergio.

TO_Pete says:
CO: Sir, if you don't mind... would you like to listen to another one of my theories? I think this one might be a little more sound and logical

OPS{Cap} says:
::scans for any signs of radiation or ambient particles throught the ship::

CSO_McMer says:
::Moving/crawling along the deck, of what I hope is the holodeck, suddenly I have an odd feeling pass through my hand...::

CO_Ross says:
TO:  Yes, Mr. Buonomo, continue

TO_Pete says:
CO: sir, has anyone physically scanned the decks/areas where the officers dissapeared?

CTO_Gore says:
::really wants to sit down....having been standing for a couple hours now::

CO_Ross says:
TO:  I believe Mr. Mabistar has made scans of the lower decks

CSO_McMer says:
::Stopping to analize the feeling, there was a plain of resistance... almost like a weak force field...::

CMO_Senn says:
::watches the results displayed in the biobed display carefully, and frowns::

CEO_Tamek says:
*CO*: Tamek to Capt. Ross.

TO_Pete says:
CO: understood, it occured to me that there might be something risidual from the anomoly that our ship's sensors cannot pick up

CMO_Senn says:
::taps the interface quickly, to get a full report on Counselor Sodak's health in general::

CMO_Senn says:
CNS: I understand this started right after our encounter with the anomaly, right?

FCO_Joe says:
::maintains course::

OPS{Cap} says:
CO: Perhaps if we flood the ship with something visible, we might be able to see with our eyes something that was left behind by the rifts

CO_Ross says:
TO:  Have you attempted an Inverse Tachyon Pulse througout the ship?

CNS_Sodak says:
CMO: That is correct

TO_Pete says:
CO: no sir... would you like me to do that now?

OPS{Cap} says:
CO: I suggest some nice green gasses throughout the ship's ventilation system

CMO_Senn says:
CNS: Are you able to sense anything at all... or does it look like a complete blockout?

CTO_Gore says:
::Snaps out of his trance as he listens to the CO and TO, realizing this might be a chance to be seen::

CSO_McMer says:
::Pushing forward, the plain of resistance passes up my arm.  As my other arm intersects it, the resistance is also felt there.::

CTO_Gore says:
*XO* Get near someone and try shouting at them now sir!  they're trying something.

CEO_Tamek says:
*CO*: Sir, that was what I was going to suggest.  I have the system ready for that.

CTO_Gore says:
::Stands in front of the captain::

TO_Pete says:
::taps scanners a minute:: CO: sir, I found an extremely limited amount of particles, which are all inert

CO_Ross says:
Calibrate the internal ship's systems to transmit the Inverted Tachyon Pulses, lets see if that does the trick

CO_Ross says:
[TO:}

CNS_Sodak says:
Well at first it was nothing, but now I feel a "mental tickle" every so often

TO_Pete says:
CO: Aye sir ::taps panels a minute:: CO: sir, I found an extremely limited amount of particles, which are all innert

CEO_Tamek says:
*CO* : Sir, might I suggest that you tell every one to look about them for anything  during the pulses.

CMO_Senn says:
::looks at Sodak... as if she had an idea but couldn't quite give a form to it:: CNS: what kind of... "tickle"? Something you're used to or is it new?

CSO_McMer says:
:Continueing on, my head intersects the plain, passes through, and suddenly there is light.  I"m in the corridor outside the holosuite....::

CSO_McMer says:
::I stop, and look back.  My body is intersected by the wall.  The plain of resistance corresponds to the wall!::

OPS_Edge (Apache_OPS@wta-ppp-a7.networksplus.net) has joined the conversation.

CNS_Sodak says:
CMO: something different. Like something or someone is there but isn't there

CO_Ross *Shipwide COMM*:  This is the Captain, we will be attempting to initiate an Inverse Tachyon Pulse throughout the ship, all crew members are instructed to be on the alert for anything out of the ordinary...standby (Whistle.wav)

CSO_McMer says:
::Being very uncomfortable with the thought of the wall suddenly becoming solid, I get up and step into the corridor.::

CTO_Gore says:
Come on....work....

CO_Ross says:
TO:  Wait 30 seconds, then Transmit the pulse

CEO_Tamek *CO*: At your command. (Comm.wav)

CMO_Senn says:
::turns to bring a stool near to Sodak:: CNS: I find nothing I can pinpoint in you, Lt. I think it's something temporary... and... ::listens to the Captain's comm::

SO_Donovn says:
::readys sensors::

TO_Pete says:
CO: understood sir, all stations report at standby

OPS{Cap} says:
::plugs in some commands into the computer to cause the color of all lights on the ship change to green and for the environmental systems to emit a fog throught the ship, but doesn't press the ENTER key::

CSO_McMer says:
::I wonder what is wrong with this wall?  I experiment several times and the wall remains a weak resistance to my hand.::

CMO_Senn says:
CNS: Do you think that... what you're feeling could be our missing crewmembers?  When was the last time you felt it and where were you then?

FCO_Joe says:
::makes small course correction::

TO_Pete says:
::waits till the counter reaches zero and then emits the pulse throughout the ship::

CTO_Gore says:
::Starts waving madly at the captain:: CO: Captain!  Can you see me?  Captain!

CSO_McMer says:
:: I need to report this to the bridge:: Bridge: This is CSO MacMer, there is a wall on the holodeck which has lost its cohesion.  ::Noone answers....::

CNS_Sodak says:
CMO: There were several of those sensations on the bridge.....one here just before I activated the EMH.

CSO_McMer says:
::What is wrong with this ship.  First the holodeck.  Then the walls.  Now the comm badges don't work.  WHAT is going on?!?!?!::

LtApryus (LtApryus@24.40.56.208) has joined the conversation.

Thomas (ianden_imm@207.14.233.22) has joined the conversation.

CMO_Senn says:
CNS: The bridge... If I were them... and was able to move through the ship, I'd go to... sickbay. But the bridge would be my second choice. ::looks around wondering if the pulse will show something around them... nothing::

XOBryant says:
::::Jumps up and down screaming at some poor ensign::::::

CO_Tyler (Suzieq@206.154.3.161) has joined the conversation.

Host Karri says:
ACTION: The various crewmembers gets a brief glimpse the missing crew.

CSO_McMer says:
::Ok, its up to me to figure this out...  Should I go to the bridge or the science lab?::

OPS{Cap} says:
::sees the CTO:: CO: Captain, beside you

TO_Pete says:
CO: sir, I just saw the CTO, standing right by you!

CMO_Senn says:
CNS: Let's go to the bridge. ::grabs a medkit, and waits for Sodak to stand, tricorder in hand::

Host Karri says:
Action: the unknown particales briefly become active.

CTO_Gore says:
ALL: Yes!! I'm right here!!!

TO_Pete says:
::starts taking sensor data::

CO_Ross says:
TO:  Yes, I did too, initiate another pulse, longer in duration and stronger in intensity

Ens_Nick (nick@212.49.238.200) has joined the conversation.

CEO_Tamek says:
*CO*: did anyone apear up there?

TO_Pete says:
aye aye sir ::taps panel for a moment:: CO: Pulse in 5...4...3...2...1... now

CO_Ross says:
*CEO*:  Yes, Tamek, we saw Lt. Gore

CTO_Gore says:
ALL: Can you see me?

CNS_Sodak says:
::follows CMO::

CMO_Senn says:
::exits sickbay and enters the TL:: TL: Bridge

CEO_Tamek says:
*CO*: then might I suggest that you try to tell them to report back to the place where they dissapeared and flood the ship again?

Host Karri says:
Action:  The crew feels a sharp pain go through their heads.

CEO_Tamek says:
*CO*: I believe putting them back with the particles during the flood will bring them back.

CSO_McMer says:
::In either case, I need to use the turbo lift, heads to nearest turbo lift,  door does not open but instead of slamming into the door I pass through into the lift::

XOBryant says:
:::Grabs his head in pain::::

TO_Pete says:
ahhh.. ::holds head and falls to the floor::

CMO_Senn says:
::the TL stops and they exit on the bridge::

CTO_Gore says:
Ahh.... ::Holds head::

CTO_Lu (lucutos@ts40-9.wla.ts.ucla.edu) has joined the conversation.

Host Karri says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Pause Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

CNS_Sodak (TO_Dexter@209.57.27.119) has left the conversation.

XOBryant (Kenny@63.24.119.235) has left the conversation.

Host Jafo says:
Artemis Crew pile out.

CEO_Tamek (kd5axg@tay-110-15.ev1.net) has left the conversation.

Host Jafo says:
Apache crew to OOC.

Host Jafo says:
NPC's Check In!

